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The prosodic system of Portuguese:     
an interim overview 



•  Provide a description of prosodic variation in European, 
Brazilian and Portuguese (EP, BP) 
-  Prosodic phrasing 
-  Intonation (main nuclear contours and tonal density) 
-  Rhythm 

•  What are the properties of the prosodic system of 
Portuguese? (EP, BP, ... ) 

The InAPoP project 
http://www.fl.ul.pt/laboratoriofonetica/InAPoP/ 
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Dimensions of prosodic variation 

1.  Lexical pitch? 
2.  Prosodic/metrical structure:  

–  prosodic domains>edges, marked by intonation (boundary tones)? 
–  Prominence relations>heads, word stress?, phrase level? (pitch accents, 

edge-marking?) 

3.  Types of (distinctive) pitch events: pitch accents, boundary tones 
(simple, complex) 
–  Is alignment distinctive? (T*T/TT*, <, > ) 
–  Is scaling paradigmatically contrastive? ( !, ^) 

4.  Prosodic pattern/Domain for distribution of pitch events 
–  PW, AP / PhP, IntP / IP – Dense / sparse distribution ? 

5.  Prominence effects/asymmetries: Nuclear≠prenuclear (postnuclear) 
6.  Relations tune and meaning/function? 
7.  Realization of tunes: tonal string adjustments (truncation, 

compression) segmental string adjustments (lengthening, epenthesis) 



•  Word stress 
•  Stress language (word stress three syllable window, 

enclitics excluded) 
-  EP: morphological info relevant (non-verbs/verbs) 
-  BP: sensitivity to weight in non-verbs 

-  Stress clash 
-  EP: no stress shift (extra lengthening) 
-  BP: stress shift 

-  Secondary prominences: binay pattern (BP) 

-  Vowel reduction 
-  EP: full (4-vowel system, pre & post tonic) 
-  BP: moderate post-tonic 

Prominence 
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•  Phrasal Prominence  
•  Rightmost 
•  Head-marking (pitch accent)+edge marking (right) 
•  Narrow/contrastive focus (nuclear PA location not 

fixed, post-focal pitch range compression) 
•  EP (diff PA, phrasing unchanged) 
•  BP (diff strategies, including phrasing effects) 

•  Rhythm 
•  EP: stress & syllable-timed/BP: syllable & mora-timed 
•  Temporal properties alone: not distinguished 
•  Temporal+Intonation: distinctively perceived 

Prominence 
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•  Similar structure into phonological phrases and 
intonational phrases   

•  Edges marked by intonation 
•  EP: Only intonational phrase edge (T%) 
•  BP: Only intonational phrase edge (T%), optional 

edge-marking of the focused word (?) (L) 
‘No evidence for phrase accents, or for a prosodic 
phrase smaller than the IP whose edges are tonally 
marked’  
(Frota et al. to appear, Frota 2000, Tenani 2002, Moraes 2008) 

Prosodic structure 
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BASIC PROPERTIES 
 
•  Right-headed prosodic phrases with which events in the 

tonal string relate 
•  Two types of tonal events: pitch accents and boundary 

tones 
•  One level of prosodic constituency relevant to 

intonational structure (IP) 

Prosodic structure 
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•  Pitch accents and boundary 
tones 
•  Bitonal nuclear pitch accents 

prevail (H+L*, L*+H) 
•  Simple and bitonal boundary 

tones: former are more 
productive, later show a 
more restricted distribution 
across sentence-types and 
varieties 

•  No pervasive use of 
boundary marking 

Types of pitch events 
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•  Pitch accents and boundary tones 
•  Prenuclear accent 

•  BP: same type of accent (rising accent L*+H), 
iterates in the IP (dense distribution)          
≅word-level prominence 

•  EP: different types of accents (H* is the most 
common, also L*+H, or H+L* - typically at the 
beginning of the IP, first PW)                     
≅word-level prominence 

•  Post-focal accent (a form of right-headedness), no 
deaccenting 

Types of pitch events 
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Types of pitch events 

SEP 

BP (MG) 

Post-nuclear 
accent (H+L*) 





•  Dense/sparse distribution 
•  PW, AP / PhP, IntP / IP 

•  BP has a denser distribution, irrespective of 
sentence type (rising prenuclear accent) 

•  EP is clearly less dense (effects of sentence type) 
•  SEP: sparse 

•  Dense distribution in BP 
•  Strict relation PW and PA 
•  Additional tonal events in pre-tonic syllables (high/

rising pitch, not word initial) 
•  Perceived rhythmic difference SEP/BP (with intonation) 

Prosodic pattern/domain for 
distribution of pitch events 
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•  System: five nuclear pitch accents, five boundary tones 
•  H+L*, H*+L, L*+H, L+H*, L* 
•  L%, H%, LH%, HL%, !H% 
•  Monotonal nuclear PA and bitonal T% disfavored 
•  Full range (excl. !H%): H+L* and L*+H 

•  Gaps: 
•  Motivated: H*+L L% (not H%, LH%, *HL%) [tonal 

morpheme encoding focus in assertions – Low 
pitch]; !H%, very restricted (sustained pitch, 
lengthening effect, spreading) 

•  Accidental? Limitations in data coverage? L* H%,     
L+H* H%, L+H* HL% 

Tune and meaning/function 
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•  Intonational marking of sentence type and pragmatic 
meaning (use of both T* and T%, but use of T* more 
common, restricted use of contrastive tonal boundaries) 

•  No intonational marking of different types of yes-no 
questions, except for focused (counterexpectacional) YNQ 

Tune and meaning/function 
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•  Portuguese is neither a compression nor a truncation 
language – no tonal string adjustments 

•  Tune-text accommodation by adjusting the segmental 
string 
•  Question intonation (H+L* LH%) with oxytones 
•  Rise-fall (L*+H L%) with paroxytones 
•  How? 

•  Final epenthesis after a sonorant coda 
•  Blocking of post-tonic vowel deletion (EP) 
•  Lengthening 

•  Is tempo a cue to meaning (phonetic/phonology)? 

Realization of tunes 
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Realization of tunes 
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•  Word stress (differences EP, BP; clash, secondary 
prominences, vowel reduction) 

•  Phrasal prominence: rightmost, head+edge marking (but 
nuclear PA not fixed) 

•  Intonation impacts on rhythm perception 
•  One level of prosodic constituency relevant to intonation 
•  Two types of tonal events: T*, T% 
•  Bitonal nuclear pitch accents prevail (H+L*, L*+H), no 

pervasive use of boundary marking, post-nuclear accent 
•  Differences in dense/sparse distribution (pre-nuclear) 
•  Intonational marking of sentence type and pragmatic 

meaning (T* and T%) 
•  Segmental strings adjusts to tonal string 

Summary 
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Muito obrigada! 



All speakers 
People and institutions that provided facilities during data 
collection. 
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